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DAVID L. COOPERRIDER AND DIANA WHITNEY

Appreciative Inquiry: A

Positive Revolution in Change

Be the change you want to see in the world.

-Gandhi

Historical Account

''Appreciative Inquiry (AI) begins an adventure. Even in the first steps, one senses

an exciting direction in our language and theories of change-an invitation, as

some have declared, to 'a positive revolution: " The words just quoted are strong

and, unfortunately, not ours. The more we replay the high-wire moments of our

work at GTE, the more we ask the same question the people of GTE asked their

senior executives: ''Are you really ready for the momentum being generated? This

is igniting a grass roots movement ... it is creating an organization in full voice,

a center stage for positive revolutionaries!"

Tom White, president of what was then called GTE Telops (making up 80

percent of GTE's 67,000 employees) replied with no hesitation: "Yes,and what I

see in this meeting are zealots, people with a mission and passion for creating

the new GTE. Count me in, I'm your number one recruit, number one zealot."

People cheered.

Fourteen months later-based on significant and measurable changes in

stock prices, morale survey measures, quality/customer relations, union

management relations, and so on-GTE's whole-system change initiative won

the 1997 ASTD (American Society for Training and Development) award for
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best organization-change program in the country. Appreciative Inquiry was
cited as the "backbone:'

How DID GTE Do 11-?

Tom White interprets AI in executive language:

Appreciative Inquiry gets much better results than seeking out

and solving problems. That's an interesting concept for me-and I

imagine most of you-because telephone companies are among the

world's best problem solvers. We concentrate enormous resources on

correcting problems ... when used continually over a long time, this

approach leads to a negative culture. If you combine a negative cul

ture with the challenges we face today, we could easily convince our

selves that we have too many problems to overcome-to slip into a

paralyzing sense of hopelessness .... Don't get me wrong. I'm not

advocating mindless happy talk. Appreciative Inquiry is a complex

science designed to make things better. We can't ignore problems

we just need to approach them from the other side.l

What Tom White called "the other side" we describe as the positive change

core. AI is a tool for connecting to the transformational power of this core by

opening every strength, innovation, achievement, imaginative story, hope, pos

itive tradition, passion, and dream to systematic inquiry. It involves asking

appreciative questions, such as the following:

1. Describe a high-point experience in your organization, a time when you

have been most alive and engaged.

2. Without being modest, tell me what is it that you most value about

yourself, your work, your organization.

3. What are the core factors that give life to your organization, without

which the organization would not be the same?

4. What three wishes do you have to enhance the health and vitality of your

organization?

AI then uses the stories generated to create new, more compelling images

of the organization and its future.

To achieve this stunning shift in the GTE culture, we asked, "How can we

engage the positive potential of all employees toward transforming the com

pany?" We wanted whatever we did to recognize and invite frontline employee

self-sovereignty. We set a goal of creating a narrative-rich culture with a ratio of
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five positive stories to every negative one. We approached this in a number of

ways:

• In year one, we taught Appreciative Inquiry to 800 front-line employees.

• We created opportunities for sharing "good news" stories. One executive

volunteered to be the story center. The stories came into his office and he

sent them out to other groups to share and replicate. Many were published

in the company newsletter.

• Storytelling was embedded into various processes. For example, the Presi

dent's Leadership Awards program focused on storytelling about the win

ning employees, their teams, and customer service.

• We added open-ended questions to the company employee survey and

tracked the ratio of positive to negative comments.

• We created an Appreciative Inquiry storybook as a teaching tool for all

employees.

• We introduced large-group (100-1,000 people) Appreciative Inquiry into

strategic change arenas-for example, to design and affirm a new partner

ship model between the unions and GTE management at the most senior
levels.

With these and many other activities, we focused GTE employees on their

power to positively impact self-esteem, identity, and success-through the qual

ity of their conversations and the stories they shared.

In the ten years since the AI theory and vision were published,2 hundreds

of people have co-created AI practices, bringing AI's spirit and methodology

into organizations all over the world. While the outcomes and illustrations we

have selected are often dramatic, we emphasize that AI is in its infancy.

What IsAppreciative Inquiry?

AI has been described in a myriad of ways: a radically affirmative approach to

change that completely lets go of problem-based management,3 the most impor

tant advance in action research in the past decade,4 and organization develop

ment's philosopher's stone.5 Summing up AI is difficult-a philosophy of know

ing, a methodology for managing change, an approach to leadership and human
development. Here is a practice-oriented definition:

Appreciative Inquiry is the cooperative search for the best in

people, their organizations, and the world around them. It involves

systematic discovery of what gives a system "life" when it is most

247
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effective and capable in economic, ecological, and human terms. AI

involves the art and practice of asking questions that strengthen a sys

tem's capacity to heighten positive potential. It mobilizes inquiry

through crafting an "unconditional positive question" often involv

ing hundreds or sometimes thousands of people. In AI, intervention

gives way to imagination and innovation; instead of negation, criti

cism, and spiraling diagnosis there is discovery, dream, and design. AI

assumes that every living system has untapped, rich, and inspiring

accounts of the positive. Link this "positive change core" directly to

any change agenda, and changes never thought possible are suddenly

and democratically mobilized.

The positive change core is one of the greatest and largely unrecognized

resources in change management today. The most important insight we have

learned with AI to date is that human systems grow toward what they persistently

ask questions about. The single most important action a group can take to liber

ate the human spirit and consciously construct a better future is make the posi

tive change core the common and explicit property of all.

THE ApPRECIATIVE INQUIRY 4-D CYCLE

The AI cycle can be as rapid and informal as a conversation with a friend

or colleague or as formal as an organization-wide process involving every stake

holder. While there is no formula for Appreciative Inquiry, most organization

change efforts flow through the 4-D Cycle (see figure 1). Each AI process is

homegrown-designed to meet the unique challenges of the organization and

industry involved.

THE ApPRECIATIVE INQUIRY ORGANIZATION SUMMIT

The AI Summit is among the most exciting Appreciative Inquiry applica

tions. It is a large-scale meeting process that focuses on discovering and devel

oping the organization's positive change core and designing it into strategic busi

ness processes such as marketing, customer service, human resource

development, and new product development. Participation is diverse by design

and includes all the organization's stakeholders. It is generally four days long and

involves 50 to 2,000 participants or more. For example, Nutrimental Foods of

Brazil, a 700-person company, closed for four days while employees and approx

imately 150 customers, vendors, and community members participated in an AI

Strategic Planning Summit. One year later, profits were up 300 percent, and the

I
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Figure 1. The Appreciative Inquiry 4- D Cycle

company made the AI Summit an annual event. It was so cost-effective that it

became the company's strategic planning mode.6

While each Summit is a unique design, there are some common aspects of

successful AI Summits. The four days flow through the AI 4- D Cycle:

249

Day-Cycle Focus Participants ...

I-Discovery

Mobilize a systemic or systemwide inquiry• Engage in appreciative interviews

into the positive change core
• Reflect on interview highlights

2-Dream

Envision the organization's greatest potential• Share dreams collected during the inter-

for positive influence and impact in the

VIews
world • Create and present dramatic enactments

based on the dreams
3-Design

Craft an organization in which the positive• Identify high-impact design elements and

change core is boldly alive in all strategies,

create an organization design
processes, systems, decisions, and collabora-

• Draft provocative propositions (designtions statements) incorporating the positive
change core
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Day-Cycle Focus Participants ...

4-Destiny

Invite action inspired by the days of discov-• Publicly declare intended actions and ask
ery, dream, and design

for support

• Self-selected groups plan next steps

Table 1. AI 4- D Cycle and the AI Summit

At AI's heart is the appreciative interview. The uniqueness and power of an

AI interview stem from its fundamentally affirmative focus. Appreciative inter

views uncover what gives life to an organization, department, or community

when at its best. Personal and organizational high points, what people value, and

what they hope and wish for to enhance their organization's social, economic,

and environmental vitality are revealed in these interviews.

Getting Started:An Illustration

Imagine that you have just received the following unsettling phone call:

My name is Rita Smith. I am president of a New York consult

ing partnership. Our firm specializes in organizational conflict:

lab or-management issues, gender conflict, issues of diversity. A For

tune 500 corporation contracts with us to help it eliminate sexual

harassment, an issue that is deeper and more severe than virtually any

corporation realizes. Our firm has specialized in this area for some

years, and I'm beginning to ask myself the Hippocratic oath: Are we

really helping? Over two years, by every measure-numbers of com

plaints, lawsuits, sexual harassment training evaluations, word of

mouth-the problem has grown. Our post-workshop interviews

show that people feel less able to communicate with the opposite gen

der, they feel' more distance and less trust, and the glass ceiling

remains. So here is my question: How would you take an Apprecia
tive Inquiry approach to sexual harassment?

This is a tough one. At the core of the AI cycle is Affirmative Topic Choice.

It is the most important part of any AI endeavor. We believe the seeds of change
are implicit in the very first questions we ask.

If inquiry and change are a simultaneous moment, if the questions we ask
set the stage for what we "find;' and if what we "discover" (the data) creates the

material for conceiving the future, then how shall we proceed with an apprecia-
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tive approach to sexual harassment? Now let's go back to our phone call. Here is

an excerpt from the actual response:

David:

Rita:

David:

Rita:

David:

We have an important question. What is it that you
want to learn about and achieve?

We want to dramatically cut the incidence of sexual

harassment. We want to solve this huge problem or at

least make a significant dent in it.
Is that all?

You mean what do I really want? [There is a long

pause, then she blurts out] What we really want is to

develop the new-century organization-a model of high

quality cross-gender relationships in the workplace!

What if we invited people in pairs to nominate them

selves to share their stories of creating and sustaining

high-quality cross-gender workplace relationships?

To fast-forward, a small pilot project surpassed everyone's expectations.

Hundreds, not dozens, of pairs nominated themselves. That was surprise num

ber one. Then another organization learned of the pilot and conceptualized a

truly major effort. The pioneering organization was the Avon Corporation in

Mexico. One hundred people were trained in AI interviewing. Over the next sev

eral weeks, they completed about 300 interviews. At each interview's end, the

interviewers asked the person ifhe or she could help interview, creating a water

fall. Stories poured in-stories of achievement, trust building, authentic joint

leadership, practices of effective conflict management, ways of dealing with sex

stereotypes, stages of development, and methods of career advancement-all

focused on high-quality cross-gender work relationships.

A large-group forum was held, using the interview stories to imagine the

future. Practical propositions were created such as "Every task force or commit

tee at Avon, whenever possible, is co-chaired by a cross-gender pairing." Some

30 visionary propositions were created. Subsequent changes in system structures

and behaviors were dramatic.? From our perspective, perhaps most important

were changes in the cross-gender membership of the senior leadership group.

The changes did more than improve interpersonal relations; the glass ceiling

became a doorway. As with GTE, the story gets better. Avon Mexico received the

1997 Catalyst Award for best place in the country for women to work.
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Roles, Responsibilities, and Relationships

The role of an organization's leadership is that of Positive Change Catalyst-to

plant the AI seed and to let it grow in its own way, in its own time. Leaders are

invited to participate equally as one of the many essential voices at the table.

Given the opportunity to listen to and hear the creative ideas, hopes, and dreams

of their colleagues and organization stakeholders, leaders recognize that their

greatest job is to get out of the way. Once the positive revolution begins, what it

needs most is affirmation and a clear pathway for experimentation and innova

tion. AI is a high-participation process that once begun continues in remarkable

ways, with remarkable results.

The consultants' role in AI is that of Agent of Inquiry.8 It includes four

aspects:

• to view organizations as living spiritual-social systems, mysteries of cre

ation to be nurtured and affirmed, not as mechanistic or scientific opera

tions with problems to be solved;

• to work in the affirmative, continually seeking to discover what gives life to

the organization and its members;

• to be facilitators of possibilities, hope, and inspired action;

• to continually seek ways to give the process away, to support organization

members in making it their own.

The primary role of Appreciative Inquiry participants is that of Student of

Organization Life. AI engages all levels and stakeholders in a cooperative learn

ing and co-creation process. To be a Student of Organization Life emphasizes

curiosity and learning in the most pragmatic ways possible. The best of what has

been and what is possible can be linked to inspired action. Future dreams are

grounded in reality and hence believable.

Stewardship of an organization-wide Appreciative Inquiry generally rests

with a Core Team selected for diverse backgrounds, functional experience, and

organizational responsibility. The Core Team oversees the process, monitoring
its overall impact.

Before DuringAfter

Consultants

• Introduce AI to the organ i-• Train groups in AI• Assist the organization to
zation

• Support the Core Teamintegrate AI into daily prac-

• Focus on the "business
• Facilitate the Summit

tices

case" for AI
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Before DuringAfter

Sponsors

• Becomeknowledgeable in• Champion AI in the orga-• Ask,How might we take an
AI

nizationAI approach to this?
• Plant the AI seed

• Participate-as an equal,• Leadby affirmation
essentialvoice

Core Team

• Becomeknowledgeable in• Selectaffirmative topics• UseAI as a daily practice
AI

• Create interview protocol
• Determine interview strat-egy• Communicate "best" storiesInterviewers

• Becomeknowledgeable in• Conduct interviews• UseAI as a daily practice
AI

• Summarize "best" stories

Summit

• Conduct interviews or be• Engage in discoveryand• Sustain AI organizational
Participants

interviewed dialogueprocesses and practices

• Reviewinterview report

• Dare to dream• Create new systems and

• Design the ideal organiza-

structures using AI

tion

• Share successstories

Table 2. AI Roles and Responsibilities

Appreciative Inquiry and Power in Organizations

We could have called this section "Eulogy for Problem Solving." In our view the

problem-solving paradigm, while once perhaps quite effective, is out of sync

with the realities of today's virtual worlds.9 Problem-solving approaches to

change are painfully slow (always asking people to look backward to yesterday's

causes). They rarely result in new vision (a problem, implicitly, assumes an ideal,

so we are not searching for new knowledge but are searching for how to close

gaps). Finally, problem approaches generate defensiveness and separation

among people (it is not my problem but yours).

Our real concern is with power, control, and ways in which the problem

solving paradigm limits human potential. In particular, our concern is with

more consciously linking the use of language to human potential and change.

Words do create worlds-even in unintended ways.

It was an unforgettable moment in a conference on AI for inner city change

agents, mostly community mobilizers from the Saul Alinsky school of thought

(Rules for Radicals). After two days a participant challenged:
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This is naive ... have you ever worked in the depths of the inner

city, like the Cabrini Green public housing projects? You're asking me

to "appreciate" it ... just yesterday the impoverished children were

playing soccer, not with a ball-no money for that-but with a dead

rat. Tell me about appreciative inquiry in the housing projects!

A powerful question. It ~ade us go deeper. First we argued that problem
diagnosis approaches, including Alinsky's confrontation methods, work, but at

half AI's speed. As we explored the cultural consequences of deficit language

(e.g., he's "manic-depressive"; she's "antisocial"), we saw a disconcerting rela

tionship between the societywide escalation of deficit-based change methods

and the erosion of people power. From a constructionist perspective, words do

not mirror the world out there; they coordinate our actions. Professionallan

guages function like tools. When I gave my son a hammer, inevitably everything
became a nail. What happens when the "scientific" human-deficit vocabularies

become everyone's tool kit? In particular, scholars have documented that deficit

based change approaches reinforce hierarchy, erode community, and instill a
sense of self-enfeeblement. 10

Back at the inner city conference, after tracing human-deficit vocabularies

to the mental health professions, the rise of bureaucracy, skeptical science, orig

inal sin, and the cynical media, the Alinsky-trained activist gasped:

In the name of entertainment my people are fed negative views
of human violence-surrounded by endless descriptions of their

"problem lives." The result? People asleep in front of their TVs,

unable to move. They have a voice in the housing project assessments.

But it is a ... visionless voice. They get to confirm the deficit analy

sis.... What hits me now is how radical the AI message is. Marx

could have said it better: human deficit vocabularies are the opiates

of the masses. People have voice but are not mobilized by it anymore.
Visionless voice is worse than no voice.

It is not problem-solving methodologies per se that are of concern, but that

we have taken the tools a step further. Somewhere this shift happened: it is not

that organizations have problems, but that they are problems (see figure 2). Once

accepted as fundamental truth, change management becomes infused with a

deficit consciousness. For example, "Action-research is both an approach to

problem solving, a model or paradigm, and a problem-solving process:' 11
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Problem Solving•
"Felt Need" Identification of Problem•

Analysisof Causes•
Action Planning (Treatment)•

Basic Assumption: An Organization Is a Problem
to Be Solved

Appreciative Inquiry•
Appreciating and Valuingthe Best of "What Is"•

Envisioning"What Might Be"•
Dialoguing "What Should Be"•

Basic Assumption: An Organization Is a Mystery
to Be Embraced

Figure 2. Problem Solving and Appreciative Inquiry

Tough questions remain about the power and deficit discourse. Our

hypothesis is that when AI is conducted as a whole-systems approach moving

through the 4- D Cycle, the positive core becomes the explicit and common

property of all. In every case there is movement toward greater equality and less

hierarchy. Inevitably, post-bureaucratic organization designs that distribute

power and liberate human energy emerge.

Conditions for Success

Appreciative Inquiry best serves when there is a high level of process integrity,

where the means and the ends are the same. If an organization wants greater

cooperation across functional lines, greater employee commitment and respon

sibility, and faster cycle time, the process must engage people in interviews across

functional lines, involve employees in making decisions and determining the

process, and do it faster than usual.

Human change integrity also contributes to AI's success. This is the capac

ity for system members to be, in Gandhi's words, "the change they want to see:'

AI impacts personal, relational, and organizational performance profoundly

and simultaneously. As individuals are interviewed, they experience unfamiliar

validation and support. Telling their stories and being witnessed by other people
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is an exceptionally transforming experience. At the relational level, the interview

taps a human longing to experience and recognize meaningful connections.

Once discovered, the stories, the shared experience, and the connections become

part of the individuals' and the organization's identities. With AI, the organiza

tion, its members, and stakeholders transform simultaneously in relation to one
another.

Perseverance in change is another success criterion. Change is life itself, not

an event. At its best, AI leaves greater organizational capacity to change through

inquiry, sharing stories, relationship-enhancing communication, and coopera

tive innovation. We do not leave organizations in a final state called effectiveness

or excellence. We persist in being open to learning, discovering new possibilities

for understanding and performance, and sharing our best with others to raise

the collective standard of living within our organizations and on the planet.

Creating narrative-rich communication ensures a fertile field for success. In

contrast to memos, plans, and policies, Appreciative Inquiry works into the

organization's communication through storytelling, testimonials, and large

group forums. AI taps into the organization's inner dialogue-the stories that

members tell about themselves and their organization. In effect, sharing best

practices, magic moments, and life-giving experiences is how organizing occurs.

Through narrative-rich communication, best practices are disseminated and

enhance enthusiasm and the sense of well-being. When appreciative stories

"have wings" and fly around, the capacity for change and high performance

expands.

Inquiry and dialogue create rich anticipatory images. AI is based on the

principle that our future images guide our present performance. Where the

images are hopeful and expansive, organization performance and personal

motivation are generally high. Where the images are depressed or deficient,

morale tends to be low and turnover high. By fostering the discovery and shar

ing of success stories-past and imagined-AI invites affirmation and expan
SIOn.

Theoretical Basis

AI accelerates organization breakthroughs. Changes never thought possible are

suddenly and democratically mobilized when people constructively adopt the

power of the positive core and simply let go of negative accounts.

But then the question isalwaysvoiced,"What do we do with the real problems?"
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BASIC ApPRECIATIVE INQUIRY PRINCIPLES

To address this question in anything other than Pollyannaish terms we

need to comment on the work that inspired AI. Five principles central to Ai's

theory base are discussed below:

The Constructionist Principle: Human knowledge and organizational des

tiny are interwoven. To be effective, we must understand organizations as living,
human constructions.

We are constantly involved in working to understand the world around

us-doing strategic planning, environmental scans, audits, surveys, and so on.

Constructionism replaces the individual with the relationship as the locus of

knowledge by valuing the power of language to create our sense of reality.

Inquiry is inseparable from action. Its purpose is to create "generative theory."

Rather than explaining yesterday's world, it articulates tomorrow's possibilities.

The Principle of Simultaneity: Inquiry and change are not separate moments

but are simultaneous. Inquiry is intervention. The seeds of change-what people

think and talk about, what people discover and learn, and what informs dialogue

and inspires images of the future-are implicit in the first questions we ask. They

set the stage for what we "find." What we "discover" (the data) becomes the sto
ries out of which the future is conceived. Therefore, one of the most impactful

actions a change agent takes is articulating questions.

One great myth is that first we analyze, and then we decide on change. Not

so, says the constructionist view. Even the most innocent question evokes

change-even if reactions are simply changes in awareness, dialogue, feelings of

boredom, or laughter. When we consider that inquiry and change are a simulta

neous moment, it is no longer, Is my question leading to right or wrong answers?

but rather, How does my question impact our lives together? Is it generating con

versations about the good, the better, the possible?

The Poetic Principle: Human organizations are like open books. An orga

nization's story is constantly being coauthored. Pasts, presents, and futures are

endless sources of learning, inspiration, and interpretation-like the endless

interpretive possibilities in a good poem. The implication is that we can study

any topic related to human experience. We can inquire into the nature of alien

ation or joy, enthusiasm or low morale, efficiency or excess, in any human orga
nization.

Constructionism reminds us that the "world out there" doesn't dictate our

inquiries; rather, the topics are products of social processes (cultural habits,

rhetoric, power relations). AI makes sure we are not just reproducing the same

257
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worlds over and over again through simple and boring repetition of our ques

tions (not one more morale survey). AI also says, with excitement, that there are

great gains in linking the means and ends of inquiry. For example, in talks with

great leaders in nongovernmental organizations (Save the Children, World

Vision) we have begun to appreciate the profound joy that CEOs feel as "servant

leaders." This positive orientation plays a profound role in creating healthy orga

nizations. Does this mean that joy has something to do with good leadership?

Why aren't we including this topic in our change efforts? What might happen if
we did?

The Anticipatory Principle: Our positive images of the future lead our pos

itive actions-this is the increasingly energizing basis and presupposition of

Appreciative Inquiry.

The infinite human resource we have for generating constructive organi

zational change is our collective imagination and discourse about the future. The

image of the future guides any organization's current behavior. Much like a

movie projector to a screen, human systems are forever projecting expectations

ahead of themselves. The talk in hallways, the metaphors and language, bring the

future powerfully into the present as a mobilizing agent. Inquiring in ways that

redefine anticipatory reality12-creating positive images together-may be the

most important aspect of any inquiry.

In studies of positive imagery from athletics, research into relationships

between optimism and health, placebo studies in medicine, and studies of the

Pygmalion dynamic in the classroom, the conclusions are converging on some

thing Aristotle said long ago: ''A vivid imagination compels the whole body to
obeyie'

The Positive Principle: Our experience is that building and sustaining

momentum for change requires large amounts of positive outlook and social

bonding-things like hope, excitement, inspiration, caring, camaraderie, sense

of urgent purpose, and sheer joy in creating something meaningful together. We

find that the more positive the question we ask, the more long-lasting and suc
cessful the change effort.

Sustaining the Results

Results generated through Appreciative Inquiry are immediate, often surpris

ingly dramatic and broad in scope, touching personal as well as whole-system

transformation and enhancing organization performance, productivity, and
profitability.
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The key to sustaining high participation, enthusiasm and morale, inspired

action, and organizational agility and innovation lies in an organization-wide

commitment to becoming an Appreciative Inquiry Organization (AlO). Sus

tainability depends on consciously and strategically reconstructing the organi

zation's core processes-human resources, management, planning, and mea

surement-in alignment with the AI principles and methodologies.

As AI's principles and methodologies become embedded in daily practices,

the organizational capacity to sustain high levels of participation and enthusi

asm increases. For example, at one AIO, all meetings begin with a brief inquiry

into "magic moments" -times of extraordinary success among members. Other

organizational enactments of AI include annual strategic planning summits,

appreciative interviewing as an employee-orientation process, appreciative feed

back, and affirmatively focused measurement systems.

Conclusion

To be sure, Appreciative Inquiry begins an adventure.

We are infants in understanding appreciative processes of knowing and

social construction. Yet we are increasingly clear that the world is ready to leap

beyond deficit-based change methodologies and enter a life-centric domain.

Organizations, says AI theory, are centers of human relatedness, first and fore

most, and relationships thrive where there is an appreciative eye-when people

see the best in one another, when they share their dreams and ultimate concerns

in affirming ways, and when they are connected in full voice to create not just

new worlds but better worlds. The velocity and largely informal spread of the

appreciative learnings suggests a growing disenchantment with exhausted

change theories, especially those wedded to human-deficit vocabularies, and a

corresponding urge to work with people, groups, and organizations in more

constructive, positive, life-affirming, even spiritual ways. AI, we hope it is being

said, is more than a simple 4- D Cycle of discovery, dream, design, and destiny;

what is being introduced is something deeper at the core.

Perhaps our inquiry must become the positive revolution we want to see

in the world. Albert Einstein's words clearly compel: "There are only two ways to

live your life. One is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as though every

thing is a miracle."

259
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